Abstract: Alkenyl succinic anhydride (ASA) gives sizing features efficiently to papersheet by being added to pulp suspensions as cationic ASA emulsions. Although the reactive structure of ASA is necessary for paper sizing, the previous paper revealed that alkenyl succinic acid (ASAcid), the hydrolyzed form of ASA, is the predominant component present in ASA-sized papersheet (1). Then, the roles of reactive ASA in paper sizing were studied in terms of hydrophobicity and coalescent and crystallizing behavior of ASA and ASAcid. The results obtained by sizing features of handsheets prepared with ASA-ASAcid-mixed emulsions, microscopic observations of the ASAASAcid-mixed emulsions, X-ray diffraction patterns of cellulase-treated residue of handsheets and apparent contact angles of water drops on ASA and ASAcid showed that ASAcid is hydrophobic and has coalescent, coagulating and crystallizing behavior in aqueous media, compared with ASA. These differences in properties between ASA and ASAcid may lead to the following hypothesis of mechanisms of efficient paper sizing with reactive ASA emulsions; (a) the reactive structure of ASA is necessary for achieving sufficiently distributed states of size com- showed that most of ASA components were present as the structure of ASAcid in ASA-sized handsheets; hydrolysis of ASA to ASAcid proceeds predominantly in papersheet during the papermaking process. Thus, consequently, the ASAcid molecules in papersheet must contribute to sizing features. On the other hand, however, since non-reactive ASAcid has no sizing effect when added to pulp suspension, the reactive structure of ASA is necessary for paper sizing; roles of reactive ASA must be explained in terms of some mechanisms other than the formation of ester linkages with hydroxyl groups of pulp fibers.
These coalescent emulsions were not crystalline, as long as being observed using the microscope with cross-polarizers.
These microscopic observations show that ASAcid has strongly coalescent behavior during the procedure of emulsion preparation. It is known that particle sizes of ASA emulsions greatly influence on sizing features of ASA-sized papersheet (8) , and it is a matter of course that largely coalescent emulsions such as those shown in (59) The coagulating and coalescent behavior of ASAcid in water, which were observed in Fig. 2 , must be due to the hydrophobic property of ASAcid.
Roles of Reactive ASA in Paper Sizing
The results obtained in this study showed that ASA is more hydrophilic and thus has lower coalescent and coagulating properties, compared with ASAcid. The hydrophobic property of ASAcid is favorable for paper sizing, whereas its coalescent, coagulating and crystallizing behavior is unfavorable in papermaking process where abundant water is present. Since no ester linkages are present in ASA-sized papersheet, as described in the previous paper (1), the efficient sizing of papersheet must be achieved by sufficiently distributed states of hydrophobic compounds (size molecules) with smaller coagulating structures on hydrophilic pulp surfaces in papersheet as possible. Since ASA can react with water and the structure of ASA changes during the process of hydrolysis to form ASAcid, the higher hydrophilicity and lower coagulating behavior of ASA may be partly due to the reactive structure of ASA.
These considerations about the differences in properties between ASA and ASAcid may lead to the following mechanisms of efficient paper sizing with reactive ASA emulsions, as shown in Fig. 7 ; (a) the reactive In the following paper, retention mechanisms of ASA in wet-end of papermaking process will be reported.
